Remaking Global Trade and Shipping: Towards a Sustainable Transport Future

In May, the InterAct team hosted, in collaboration with Yale University and the Bartlett Energy Institute at University College London, a two-day workshop on the role of the WTO in supporting the decarbonization of international shipping. The outcome of the workshop will be published here.
CILG receives funding for a new research project in partnership with other KU faculties on The Danish Model for Citizen Engagement in the Renewable Energy Transition (DART). The project is financed by the Innovation Fund's Grand Solutions program with DKK 7.5 million. To hear more, contact beatriz.martinez.romera@jur.ku.dk.

The Norwegian Centre for the Law of the Sea (NCLOS) of UiT Arctic University of Norway and CILG just hosted a workshop to launch the new research network Future Arctic Law and Governance (FALG). The network is financed by the Research Council of Norway and is aimed at enhancing collaboration on Arctic Ocean research.

Rights-based climate change litigation strategies

Assistant Prof. Linnéa Nordlander unpacks the two main types of arguments used in rights-based climate change litigation, namely that climate change violates human rights as a consequence of either impacts on culture or health. Read the blog post here.

EnAct: it's a wrap

The Enhancing Climate Action through International Law (EnAct) project concluded with a conference in March 2023. The project explored the link between climate change and human rights and investment law.

See EnAct outputs here.

Events

29 August

Lunch Seminar: The Law of the Sea as an Infrastructure: Rethinking Ocean Governance to Foster Global Justice

Join us on 29 August (12:00-13:00) for a discussion on ocean governance and the concept of infrastructure with Vonintsoa Rafaly, Research Fellow at the Department of Political Science, UCPH. Contact viktor.weber@jur.ku.dk to join.

4-5 September

INTERFOR Conference: Forests at the Crossroads of International Law

Register here for the conference on 'Forests at the crossroads of international law', organised by Dr. Justine Bendel as part of the INTERFOR Marie Curie project. The conference takes place on 4-5 September.
12 September

Current Challenges in Climate Arctic Governance - Expert Roundtable and Student Lab

Participate in this roundtable on 12 September (14:00-16:30) which brings together experts from academia, government and other stakeholders. After the roundtable, students and ECRs are invited to the Arctic Lab to discuss ideas and projects on Arctic climate governance. Contact: johanna.buerkert@jur.ku.dk.

15 September

Climate Breakfast Seminar on Climate Litigation and Private Law

Join us in person and online for this Climate Breakfast Seminar on 15 September (09:00-10:00) with Associate Prof. Marie-Louise Holle (Copenhagen Business School).

Stay tuned for more information.

Opportunities

Call for Abstracts - Interdisciplinary Seminar

Call for abstracts to present your research at the upcoming Interdisciplinary Seminar on Climate, Energy and Sustainability on 22 September. The seminar offers an opportunity to students and junior researchers working on climate, energy and sustainability related topics. Send your title and abstract by 4 August to federica.catonini@jur.ku.dk.
**Partner with us**

The **Green Corner** provides a platform for collaboration between stakeholders (law firms, corporations, government agencies and think tanks) and the Faculty of Law to advance the green transition. To join our community of 14 partners, contact beatriz.martinez.romera@jur.ku.dk.

---

**Climate Desk: Apply now**

Are you a student looking for a supportive environment to write your master or bachelor thesis on climate change law? CILG offers a quiet space to write your thesis and plenty of opportunities to interact with the Centre’s researchers. Apply now by sending an email to linnea.nordlander@jur.ku.dk.

---

**Job opportunities in climate and sustainability**

**For students and new graduates**

Program Associate at the **Center for International Environmental Law (CIEL) Climate & Energy Program, Human Rights & Climate Change team. Application deadline: as soon as possible.**

Click here for more information.

Legal Student Worker at **Too Good To Go. Application deadline: as soon as possible.**

Click here for more information.

Energy Advisor at the **Embassy of Denmark in Korea. Application deadline: 18 June.**

Click here for more information.

---

**Visiting scholars**

**Dan Bodansky**

Dan Bodansky, Regents’ Professor of Law in the Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law, Arizona State University, is visiting CILG from **August - October.**

---

**María Carro Pitarch**

María Carro Pitarch, PhD Candidate at the International Law Department at the University of Valencia, is visiting CILG from **September - November.**
Our newsletter shares the latest climate and sustainability stories and news from the Faculty of Law about events, research, education and opportunities.

For further information, contact Beatriz Martinez Romera: beatriz.martinez.romera@jur.ku.dk

Link to CILG's homepage.
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